The Vivisimo Content Integrator
Transforming Search Today…
Imagine: you’re researching an issue or topic that demands a holistic, 360-degree view of
information stored within multiple silos—perhaps within your company’s intranet, a subscription
database service and Hoover’s, as well as within a syndicated news feed. Not only must you
modify your search for each repository, as each uses a different retrieval method and syntax; you
also must integrate the disparate results in a meaningful way to get at the complete data or
information set you’re looking for.
There’s no need to imagine. This familiar scenario is search today in the public and private
sectors of industry, R&D, academia and government.
…Into Search Tomorrow
Now, imagine: you’re conducting your research with what seems to be a single-source search for
that same 360-degree view. You’re performing just one search, entering just one query, but
obtaining results from multiple information repositories. You’re seeing multi-source search results
presented together and organized in a meaningful way.
This scenario is search today for many search-savvy companies and organizations. And with the
Vivisimo Content Integrator, this scenario may be your search tomorrow.
Many Information Repositories. Just One Search.
The Vivisimo Content Integrator brings federated, or meta, search capabilities to public and
private organizations. With federated search, you perform multiple searches at the same time
through as many diverse informational sources as needed, be they internal documents, intranets,
partner extranets, Web sources, subscription services and databases, syndicated news feeds
and intelligence portals like Hoover’s. Just enter your search query through a single search
interface that acts as intermediary to various informational repositories. The query is sent
simultaneously to all designated search sources and results are returned to you in a single list.
Even better, working in tandem with the Vivisimo Clustering Engine, these multi-source search
results are filtered, merged, ranked and presented in groups, or clusters, based upon similarities
of the content within them. Learn more about clustering here.
Why Vivisimo?
The award-winning Vivisimo clustering technology, developed by Carnegie Mellon research
scientists, is unlocking the value of stored information at several Fortune 100 companies.
Customers include Cisco Systems, Hewlett Packard, NASA and The New England Journal of
Medicine.
Take the Next Step
We invite you to explore our Web site further to learn more about the Vivisimo Content Integrator
and how it might benefit your company.
For an on-site demonstration or to ask questions not answered here, please email or phone our
sales department.

